
Online Apps for JEE: The Next Big Thing? 
Ali has just finished his last exam in 12th standard board exams. He's always been passionate about 

Engineering. So, his brother advised him to apply for IIT Delhi. IITs are the most prestigious colleges 

for Engineering in India. To get in, he needs to write the Joint Entrance Examination (JEE). He can't 

afford to join a coaching class as his family is poor. So he decides to use the Internet to study.  

He is astonished by the amount of information he found. It took weeks for him to find the materials 

and question papers he needed to study. The exam was less than three weeks away. He has no time 

to test what he's learnt during. He doesn't think he can pass the exam. 

What can Ali do to optimise his studying time for the JEE? Should he visit a library? Maybe she 

should put in more hours of study into his schedule? Perhaps, he should ask his brother for money 

to join a coaching class? 

The Solution  
 

Acing the JEE is simple. Practice hard, Time yourself, Tackle diverse questions, Optimise your 

schedule and Monitor your progress 

He can do all of this and more by downloading the Online Exam Software, which is designed by 

experts to help students with the JEE. These apps have a multitude of tests for comprehension. Ali 

can use this app to test his knowledge at any time of the day. He wouldn't need to accommodate 

tests in his schedule like he would have to if he joined a coaching class.  

How do these apps work? 
 

The app offers an extensive amount of customisation for personalised learning. It consists of a 

progress tracker to track a student's performance. The app identifies weak topics and offers 

improvement strategies. It has a ranking system to compare your progress with friends and former 

test toppers. 

The app's vast question banks offer an immense number of tests for practice. Question papers 

further simplified to be printed without a second thought. The AI analyses OMR answer sheets in 

seconds for prompt evaluations and gives an instantaneous review of a student's performance. 

For the Teachers 
These apps can be used by students and teachers alike to conduct mock tests. For teachers, it 

automates the process of student evaluations. It provides the results with charts and graphs for an 

easy understanding. The AI can also personalise future tests for the needs of each student.  

Online tests are the first step for automated anti-cheating methods to monitor tests. It can save 

lakhs of rupees in costs for coaching centres. They also help in making the Earth greener by saving 

paper.  

 

Ace the JEE without a sweat! 


